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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute Hosts Spectacular Spring Festival, Embracing CulturalHeritage 




 






Daffodil Polytechnic Institute ushered in the spirit of spring with its grand celebration of the Basant Utsav 1430. Held on the institute’s sprawling campus grounds on 16th Falgun, 29th February, the event captivated attendees with a vibrant showcase of Bengali traditions and cultural festivities.

One of the highlights of the day-long event was the Pitha Mela, featuring a colorful array of traditional Bengali pitha/cake from all 64 districts of Bangladesh. Additionally, stalls adorned with rural Bengali cultural motifs added to the immersive experience, showcasing the rich heritage of Gram Bangla.

The festivities commenced with a colorful procession from the campus grounds, heralding the start of the Basant Utsav. Following this, the main ceremony was inaugurated by the CEO of the Daffodil Dr. Mr. Mohammad Nuruzzaman and The principal Mr. K. M. Hasan Ripon.

The campus was transformed into a floral paradise, adorned with flowers, banners, and local crafts, all reflecting the essence of Bangladeshi culture and rural traditions. Students actively participated in various cultural performances throughout the day, including dance, music, and poetry recitations, all dressed in vibrant traditional attire.

The joyous atmosphere permeated throughout the event, with both faculty and students alike immersed in the celebration. The Basant Utsav not only celebrated the arrival of spring but also served as a platform to foster unity and entrepreneurial spirit among the youth.It underscores Daffodil Polytechnic Institute’s commitment to holistic education and cultural preservation.
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ক্যাম্পাস প্রাঙ্গণে দিনব্যাপী বসন্ত উৎসবে মাতোয়ারা ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিকের শিক্ষার্থীরা 

ঋতুরাজ বসন্তকে ঘীরে ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিক ইন্সটিটিউটে আয়োজিত হয়েছে বসন্ত উৎসব-১৪৩০। ১৬ই ফাল্গুন, ২৯ ফেব্রুয়ারি  ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিকের নিজস্ব ক্যাম্পাস প্রাঙ্গণে এই আয়োজন করা হয়। দিনব্যাপী এই আয়োজনের অন্যতম আকর্ষণ ছিলো পিঠা মেলা।  উৎসবে স্থান পেয়েছে বাংলাদেশের ৬৪ জেলার ঐতিহ্যবাহী বাহারি সব পিঠা, স্টল গুলোও সাজানো হয় গ্রাম-বাংলার সংস্কৃতিকে ধারন করে। ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিক হয়ে উঠেছিলো সমগ্র বাংলাদেশের প্রতিচ্ছবি।  সকালে ক্যাম্পাস প্রাঙ্গন থেকে বর্ণীল শোভাযাত্রার মাধ্যমে উৎসবের শুরু হয়। পরবর্তীতে ফিতাকেটে মূল অনুষ্ঠানের উদ্ভোদন করেন ড্যাফোডিল ফ্যামিলির সম্মানিত সিইও ড. মোহাম্মাদ নুরুজ্জামান ও ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিকের অধক্ষ্য জনাব কে এম হাসান রিপন। 

বসন্ত উৎসবকে ঘীরে ক্যাম্পাসকে সাজানো হয় ফুল, বাশ বেত দিয়ে দেশীয় সংস্কৃতি ও গ্রামীণ ঐতিহ্যে। শিক্ষার্থীদের অংশগ্রহণে আয়োজন করা হয় নাচ, গান, কবিতা আবৃত্তিসহ নানা সাংস্কৃতিক অনুষ্ঠান। শিক্ষার্থীদের বর্ণীল পোশাকে ক্যাম্পাস হয়ে উঠেছিলো রঙিন। দিনব্যাপী এই আয়োজনে আনন্দ উচ্ছ্বাসে একইসাথে মেতে উঠেছিলো শিক্ষক ও শিক্ষার্থীরা। উৎসবটি সকলের জন্য উন্মুক্ত ছিলো। বসন্ত ঋতুকে ঘিরে বাঙালি জাতির বহু বছরের যে উৎসাহ উদ্দীপনা তার সাথে তরুণ প্রজন্মের শিক্ষার্থীদের মিল্বন্ধন তৈরি করতে এবং শিক্ষার্থীদের মাঝে উদ্যোক্তা মনোভাব গড়ে তুলতে এই আয়োজন অত্যন্ত গুরুত্বপূর্ণ বলে মনে করেন ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিকের কর্মকতা-কর্মচারীগণ।
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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute Int. Departmental Football Tournament-2024 




 






রুদ্ধশ্বাস প্রতিযোগিতার মধ্য দিয়ে ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিক ইন্টাঃ ডিপার্টমেন্ট ফুটবল টুর্নামেন্টে টিম ইম্পায়র ইলেক্ট্রিক্যাল ইউনাইটেড ১ঃ০ গোলে চ্যাম্পিয়ন। 

২৭ ফেব্রুয়ারি ড্যাফোডিল স্মার্ট সিটিতে ঝমঝমাট উদ্ভোধনী অনুষ্ঠানের মাধ্যমে ড্যাফোডিল পলিটেকনিক ইন্সটিটিউটের সম্মানিত অধ্যক্ষ্য জনাব কে এম হাসান রিপন  টুর্নামেন্টের উদ্ভোধন করেন। 

৬টি ডিপার্টমেন্ট থেকে বাছাইকৃত ৬টি দলের সমন্বয়ে টানটান ৬টি ম্যাচের মাধ্যমে সম্পূর্ণ টুর্নামেন্টি অনুষ্ঠিত হয়। এসময় সকল ডিপার্টমেন্টের শিক্ষার্থী এবং শিক্ষকমন্ডোলীগন উপস্থিত থেকে খেলোয়াড়দের অনুপ্রাণিত করে। 

 টুর্নামেন্টে রানার্স আপ হয় টিম কম্পিউটার টাইটান্স। 

খেলা শেষে চ্যাম্পিয়ন এবং রানার্স আপ টিমের হাতে ট্রপি তুলে দেন প্রধান অতিথি মোহাম্মাদ মামুন মিয়া, সাবেক প্লেয়ার, জাতীয় ফুটবল টিম। এছাড়াও প্রতিটি দলের সেরা খেলোয়াড়কে মেডেল প্রদান করা হয়। 

খেলাধূলা শিক্ষার্থীদের শারীরিক এবং মানসিক বিকাশে অত্যন্ত গুরুত্বপূর্ণ। টুর্নামেন্টে শিক্ষার্থীগণ অত্যন্ত উৎসাহ উদ্দীপনায় খেলায় অংশগ্রহণ করে এবং খেলা উপভোগ করে এবং এই টুর্নামেন্ট শিক্ষার্থীদের মধ্যে সৌহার্দ্য এবং ক্রীড়াপ্রীতির জাগিয়ে তোলে।
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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute Int. Departmental Football Tournament-2024

In a thrilling competition, Team Empire Electrical United emerged as champions in the Daffodil Polytechnic Institute Departmental Football Tournament, securing victory with a score of 1-0.

On February 27th, amidst much fanfare, the inauguration ceremony of the tournament took place at Daffodil Smart City. The principal of Daffodil Polytechnic Institute, Mr. K M Hasan Ripon, graced the occasion with his presence and officially inaugurated the tournament.
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The tournament featured six carefully selected teams representing six departments, who competed in six exciting matches to complete the entire tournament. The presence of students and faculty members from all departments added to the fervor of the event, inspiring the players on the field.

The runners-up title went to Team Computer Titans after a series of intense matches. At the conclusion of the games, the chief guest, former national football team player Mr. Mohammad Mamun Mia, presented the championship trophy and medals to both the champions and the runners-up.

It is worth mentioning that sports play a vital role in the physical and mental development of students. The tournament provided an excellent platform for students to showcase their talents, boost their morale, and enjoy the spirit of sportsmanship.

Overall, the tournament was a resounding success, fostering a sense of camaraderie and sportsmanship among the students and faculty members of Daffodil Polytechnic Institute.
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BSDI Completed a Successful Workshop on “Mastering in AI Prompting” 




 






Do you wonder how smart work will evolve in the future? Some aspiring people try to find the answer to this question. That’s why they gathered for an exciting workshop, “Mastering in AI Prompting,” on January 27, 2024.





Participants in this workshop came from diverse backgrounds and ages. However, they shared a strong interest in exploring the future technology of artificial intelligence.

The workshop is all about AI prompting. Before the workshop, most of them didn’t know about the word “prompting.”. Most of them command an artificial intelligence tool like ChatGPT, and they don’t get any expected results. However, after an interactive session, they understand how to use artificial intelligence for their regular work and get their expected results from AI.
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The workshop is structured into 4 main parts. Each part is more interactive than the others. 

First, the trainer introduces the basics of prompting to the participants. In the second session, all participants took a competitive exam, and they learned how to get help from artificial intelligence in their regular work.

In the third session, all participants learned about the wording, tone, style, priming, and conditioning of prompting. Then they evaluated themselves, by taking part in 2 exciting games named “Kahoot of AI Prompting.”. In the 4th session, the participants try to build their documents with the support of the artificial intelligence tool “ChatGPT” and Adobe Firefly. 

After all these sessions, all the participants get a clear view of artificial intelligence prompting with ChatGPT and Adobe Firefly. 

After the workshop, they learned several lessons. Some of them are:

	Integrated with artificial intelligence tools.
	Communicate with artificial intelligence tools.
	Use of ChatGPT and Adobe Firefly
	Create all kinds of documents with the help of artificial intelligence.


After the workshop, the participants are assigned to some activities. After completing the activities, the participants received a wonderful certificate.
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The Power of Partnership: How Parental Engagement Empowers Textile Engineering Students 
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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute (DPI) believes that a strong partnership between parents, students, and the institution is essential for student success. In line with this belief, DPI organized a parent meeting with Diploma in Textile Engineering (DTE) students on September 20, 2023.

The meeting was attended by over 100 parents and students. The meeting began with a presentation by the DTE department chair, who discussed the department’s curriculum, goals, and activities.

Following the presentation, parents and students had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss their concerns. Parents expressed their appreciation for the quality of education at DPI and their confidence in the department’s ability to prepare their children for successful careers in the textile industry.

Students also expressed their appreciation for the opportunity to meet with their parents and discuss their progress. They shared their goals for the upcoming semester and discussed how they plan to achieve them.

The meeting was a valuable opportunity for parents, students, and the institution to come together and discuss how they can work together to support student success. The meeting also provided parents with an opportunity to learn more about the DTE department and the curriculum.
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Here are some of the key takeaways from the meeting:

	Parents and students are committed to working together to support student success.
	The DTE department is committed to providing students with a quality education that prepares them for successful careers in the textile industry.
	Students are motivated and have clear goals for their future.


DPI is committed to providing its students with the resources and support they need to succeed. The parents’ meeting was a testament to this commitment.
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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute’s Webinar on Career Guidance for Diploma in Computer Science and Technology Students 
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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute (DPI) is steadfast in its dedication to nurturing students’ intellectual growth, extending beyond traditional academics to encompass a vibrant array of co-curricular activities. Aligning with this commitment, the Computer Department organized an insightful webinar titled “Navigation Tomorrow’s Tech for Diploma Engineering Students” to illuminate career pathways for Diploma in Computer Science and Technology (Diploma in CST) students.
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The webinar, held on September 17, 2023, attracted over 200 Diploma in CST students, eager to gain clarity on how to navigate the dynamic IT sector and cultivate successful careers. Mr. Aminul Islam, a seasoned Business Intelligence Consultant currently based in Germany, graced the event as the session speaker.

Mr. Aminul commenced the webinar by emphasizing the significance of meticulous career planning for Diploma in CST students. He underscored the importance of students developing a lucid understanding of their interests and skillsets, coupled with thorough research into the diverse career avenues within the IT landscape.

He then delved into a comprehensive overview of the IT sector, shedding light on the latest trends, technologies, and the specific skills and qualifications that Diploma in CST students need to thrive in this dynamic industry.

The webinar proved to be an invaluable resource for the students, equipping them with the knowledge and insights necessary to make informed decisions regarding their career trajectories.

Key takeaways from the webinar include:

	Self-Awareness: Diploma in CST students are encouraged to cultivate a profound understanding of their passions and strengths.
	Exploration: Researching the multitude of career options within the IT sector is crucial for informed decision-making.
	Skill Development: Nurturing robust technical skills, along with essential soft skills such as communication and problem-solving, is paramount for success in the IT industry.


DPI’s unwavering commitment to empowering its students with the resources and guidance essential for career advancement is aptly exemplified by this webinar on career guidance for Diploma in CST students.
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Daffodil Education Expo: A One-Stop Shop for Education, Skills, and Jobs 
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Daffodil Education Network (DEN) organized the Daffodil Education Expo on September 17-18, 2023, at Daffodil Plaza in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The expo was a one-stop shop for education, skills, and jobs.

The expo featured booths from DEN’s 29 educational institutions, including schools, colleges, universities, and polytechnic institutes. Visitors had the opportunity to learn about the different programs and courses offered by these institutions, as well as to speak with admissions representatives.
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Daffodil Polytechnic Institute (DPI) also held a scholarship competition at the expo. The first 10 winners of the competition will receive up to 100% scholarship to DPI.

In addition to the scholarship competition, the expo also featured free seminars, career counseling, and other activities. The seminars covered a variety of topics, such as how to choose the right career, how to prepare for college, and how to succeed in the job market.

The Daffodil Education Expo was a valuable resource for students, parents, and job seekers. It provided a comprehensive overview of educational and career options in Bangladesh.
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Here are some of the key takeaways from the expo:

	DEN is a leading provider of education and training in Bangladesh.
	The expo provided a great opportunity for students to learn about the different educational options available to them.
	The scholarship competition offered a valuable opportunity for students to earn financial assistance for their education.
	The seminars and career counseling sessions provided valuable information for students and job seekers.


Overall, the Daffodil Education Expo was a successful event that provided a valuable resource for the community.tunesharemore_vertadd_photo_alternate
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Plant the Seeds of Financial Wisdom: Celebrating Global Money Week 2023 
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Have you ever dreamt of a future where you’re in control of your finances, confidently navigating life’s ups and downs? Well, get ready to plant the seeds of success, because Global Money Week 2023 is here!

For one week, over 176 countries around the world joined hands to empower the next generation with the magic of financial literacy. From March 20th to 26th, it’s all about learning the secrets of saving, making informed decisions, and building a bright financial future.
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This year’s theme, “Plan Your Money, Plant Your Future,” beautifully captures the essence of this global movement. Just like nurturing a seedling into a thriving tree, we need to carefully plan our finances, starting from a young age.

Global Money Week is more than just an awareness campaign; it’s a vibrant celebration filled with exciting activities. Schools, youth organizations, and financial institutions come together to create engaging workshops, games, and even competitions – all geared toward making financial education fun and accessible.
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Whether you’re a curious kid, a responsible teenager, or even a young adult ready to take charge, there’s something for everyone. Learn how to budget, make smart investments, understand the world of loans and credit, and even explore future career options related to finance.
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So, what are you waiting for? Join the Global Money Week movement! Talk to your friends and family about financial planning, participate in events in your community, and most importantly, start taking control of your financial future. Remember, every small step you take today, and every good decision you make is an investment in a brighter tomorrow.

Let’s plant the seeds of financial wisdom together, and watch our futures blossom with prosperity and security!
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The Importance of Internship and Project for Students in 8th Semester 
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Internships and projects are two important parts of the curriculum for students in the 8th semester. These activities help students to apply their theoretical knowledge to real-world situations.

In the recent internship and project session, students of Daffodil Polytechnic Institute worked on a group project titled “Building Project of Daffodil Polytechnic Institute with Side Context Area”. The project was designed to help students understand the importance of context in building design.
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The project was divided into three groups, with each group consisting of five students. Each group was responsible for designing a portion of the building. The groups worked together to develop their designs, and they presented their work to a panel of judges.

The judges were impressed with the students’ work. They praised the students for their creativity and their attention to detail. The judges also noted that the students had learned a lot from the project.

This internship and project session was a valuable experience for the students. It helped them develop teamwork, problem-solving, and communication skills. It also helped them to gain a better understanding of the importance of context in building design.

Here are some of the benefits of internships and projects for students in the 8th semester:

	Apply theoretical knowledge to real-world situations: Internships and projects allow students to apply the theoretical knowledge they have learned in the classroom. This helps them to understand how their knowledge can be used in the workplace.
	Develop practical skills: Internships and projects help students develop practical skills essential for their chosen field. For example, students in engineering can develop their skills in project management, problem-solving, and teamwork.
	Gain experience in a professional environment: Internships and projects allow students to gain experience in a professional environment. This can help them to network with professionals and learn more about the industry they are interested in.
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Daffodil Polytechnic Offers Free Health Care to Celebrate Victory Day 




 






Daffodil Polytechnic, a leading engineering institution in Bangladesh, recently organized a free health care booth to celebrate Victory Day. The booth was open to students and the general public at the institute’s second campus in Dhanmondi.

The booth offered a variety of health care services, including:

	Blood pressure checks
	Blood sugar checks
	General health consultations


A team of experienced medical professionals provided the services. The booth was well-attended, with over 300+ people taking advantage of the free health care.
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The event was organized by the Career Launchpad, a program at Daffodil Polytechnic that helps students develop their career skills. The program is committed to giving back to the community, and the free health care booth was one way to do that.
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Innovation & Skills Competition 2023 




 






Daffodil Polytechnic Institute, a leading technical institute in Bangladesh, recently held its annual Innovation & Skills Competition 2023. The competition was organized by the institute’s Career Launch Pad and was aimed at showcasing the talent and innovative power of technical students from different departments.

A total of 39 projects were presented by students from various departments, including Computer Technology, Electrical Technology, Mechanical Engineering, and Civil Engineering. The projects covered a wide range of topics, including smart apps, cloud technology, electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering.
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The competition was judged by a panel of experts from academia and industry. The judges were impressed by the quality of the projects and the creativity of the students.

The winners of the competition were awarded prizes and certificates. The first prize was awarded to a team of students from the Computer Technology department for their project on a smart app that can detect and prevent fraud.

The competition was a success and it served as a valuable platform for students to showcase their talents and innovative ideas. The competition also helped to raise awareness about the importance of innovation and creativity in the technical field.
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The competition was a testament to the commitment of Daffodil Polytechnic Institute to providing its students with a quality education that prepares them for success in the workforce,
The competition was also a sign of the growing importance of innovation and creativity in the technical field. In today’s competitive economy, employers are looking for candidates who can think outside the box and come up with new and innovative solutions to problems.

Daffodil Polytechnic Institute is well-positioned to meet the needs of employers in the 21st century. The institute is committed to providing its students with the skills and knowledge they need to be successful in the innovation economy.
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